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The inclusion of momentum conservation and the evaluation of the double Coulomb transition

matrix elements render the calculation of the impact ionization scattering rates with first

principle approaches computationally expensive and their numerical implementation laborious.

Despite the positive assessment of Kane’s random-k approximation, the impact ionization rates

and the secondary carrier energies for the III-V semiconductors GaAs, InP, In0.52Al0.48As, and

In0.53Ga0.47As have not been provided to the charge transport modeling community in terms of

analytical fit functions yet. We provide the impact ionization scattering rates as modified

Keldysh formulas and the secondary carrier energies as straight line fits. The band structure

computation is based on the empirical pseudopotential method. VC 2012 American Institute of
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3699313]

I. INTRODUCTION

Models for the calculation of the impact ionization scat-

tering rates, starting from Fermi’s golden rule, vary widely

in literature. For example, Kane,1 Jung et al.,2 and Kuligk

et al.3 computed the impact ionization rate evaluating the

detailed matrix elements, the dielectric function, and took

momentum conservation into account. Kane introduced the

random-k approximation1 (RKA), which neglects momen-

tum conservation. Sano and Yoshii4 additionally introduced

an approximation that assumes mean secondary carrier ener-

gies. Some full-band Monte Carlo (FBMC) works utilize a

modified Keldysh formula, which is a fit to the impact ioni-

zation rate of first principle approaches. At the advent of

FBMC simulations, and interestingly even later, the Keldysh

approximation, valid for parabolic band structures, was used

for the calculation of the impact ionization rates despite the

existence of Kane’s computationally simple RKA.5–7

The magnitude of the impact ionization scattering rate

depends on the volume of the available phase space and the

average squared transition matrix element jMiij2 within that

phase space. In indirect gap materials, the mean matrix ele-

ments are insensitive to the impacting carrier energy. In direct

gap materials, the constant matrix approximation (CMA)

underestimates the rate at low impacting carrier energies (by

up to two orders of magnitude for InGaAs [Ref. 8]). Kane’s

RKA works better for indirect gap semiconductors than for

direct gap semiconductors.9 Momentum conservation allows

for a large number of possible final k-states due to the 48-

fold symmetry of the cubic lattice. Practically, the large set of

final k-states will scatter randomly throughout the Brillouin

zone. Additionally, the three multi-dimensional integrals

(sums) over the k-space (see Eq. (1)) considerably average

the details of the band structure.1 The RKA and CMA take

advantage of these two properties and highly reduce the com-

plexity of the impact ionization rate computation from a com-

putational and implementational point of view. The RKA and

CMA reduce the nine-dimensional integration over the d-

function in the reciprocal space to a two-dimensional integral

over one-particle density of states (DOS) in the energy space.

In this paper, the costly computation of the Coulomb transi-

tion matrix elements is bypassed by tuning it to experimental

data,10 with our FBMC simulator CarloS described in Ref.

11. The application of the RKA and CMA is an appealing

possibility to compute the impact ionization rate with a man-

ageable effort and to keep agreement with first principle

methods.1,10,12 Compared to the approach of Sano et al.,4

Kane’s RKA provides information about the secondary car-

rier energies and makes additional fit parameters needless.

The additional implementation work for the RKA- and

CMA-based rate calculation compared to the implementation

work of the approach of Sano et al. (Ref. 4) is marginal. The

use of the modified Keldysh formula provided by first princi-

ple methods is a viable option for Monte Carlo (MC) charge

transport simulations of the well-known material GaAs. In

addition, for GaAs, the secondary carrier energies are pro-

vided in the literature (e.g., Ref. 2). For the materials InP,

In0.52Al0.48As (InAlAs), and In0.53Ga0.47As (InGaAs), the

impact ionization scattering rates and the secondary carrier

energy distributions are not available in the literature. First

principle evaluations concentrate on materials like Si, GaAs,

or GaN. Furthermore, the selection of the final k-states in the

RKA and CMA is computationally efficient for FBMC

simulations.13

The importance of the impact ionization rate around the

threshold energy depends on the high energy tail of the car-

rier distribution and the ratio of the impact ionization rate to

the phonon scattering rates. A carrier, being able to impact-

ionize, has to survive to energies above the threshold, emit-

ting less phonons than the bulk of the particles. The carriera)Electronic mail: dolgos@iis.ee.ethz.ch.
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distribution above the threshold energy therefore strongly

depends on the dissipation processes below the threshold

energy. If the carrier has survived to impact ionization ena-

bling energies, the occurrence of impact ionization has to be

relevant compared to phonon scattering. However, compared

with phonon scattering, impact ionization is of no practical

importance at energies around the threshold.1,8 The RKA is

considered to be “excellent”9,10 because it provides agree-

ment over many orders of magnitude as if no approximation

is involved for energies where impact ionization is a relevant

scattering mechanism. Interestingly, despite the positive

assessment of the RKA and over 360 citations of Kane’s

work,1 to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the impact ioni-

zation rates and the secondary carrier energies have not been

provided to the MC transport modeling community in terms

of analytical fit functions yet.

II. IMPACT IONIZATION SCATTERING MODEL

Impact ionization is an electron-electron interaction

process. A high-energy carrier is able to generate a new

electron-hole pair by lifting an electron from the valence

band into the conduction band. The transition probability

follows from Fermi’s golden rule. For a primary impac-

ting electron, the impact ionization scattering rate is

given by1

WiiðkcÞ ¼
2p
�h

X
v0 ;c0 ;c00
c00�c0

X
kv0 ;kc0 ;kc00

jMiij2d
�

EcðkcÞ � Ec0 ðkc0 Þ

� Ec00 ðkc00 Þ � Ev0 ðkv0 Þ � Eg

�
dkc;kv0 þkc0þkc0 þkc00þG;

(1)

with the reduced Planck constant �h, the double Coulomb

impact ionization matrix element Mii, and the sum over all

possible final k-states and the conduction c and the valence

bands t. The prime indicates the states after scattering. Fur-

thermore, Ec and Et denote the full-band energy of electrons

and holes, respectively, and Eg is the bandgap energy. Swap-

ping c and t in Eq. (1) leads to the scattering rate for a pri-

mary impacting hole. In first principle approaches,

jMiij2 ¼ jMdj2 þ jMej2 þ jMd �Mej2 is calculated with the

direct term Md, the exchange term Me, and the Coulomb

interaction potential V(r1, r2) according to2

Md ¼
ð ð

d3r1d3r2W
�
10 ðr1ÞW�20 ðr2ÞVðr1; r2ÞW1ðr1ÞW2ðr2Þ;

(2a)

Me ¼
ð ð

d3r1d3r2W
�
20 ðr1ÞW�10 ðr2ÞVðr1; r2ÞW1ðr1ÞW2ðr2Þ;

(2b)

with the carrier position r. Here, W1;2 and W10;20 denote the

wave functions of the initial and the final state, respectively.

We utilize the empirical pseudopotential method

(EPM)14,15 to compute the full-band structure with parame-

ters taken from Chelikowsky and Cohen14 and Zheng et al.16

Because of the empirical properties of the EPM, the agree-

ment with experimental data is better than using methods

with ab initio potentials. Ab initio calculations of the band struc-

ture utilize other severe approximations, e.g., for the exchange

and the correlation interactions, which render the agreement with

experiment worse. In this work, we calculate the impact ioniza-

tion scattering rates using the RKA,1 which ignores momentum

conservation. Dropping the restriction of momentum conserva-

tion leads to an upper bound estimation of the impact ionization

scattering rate. The inclusion of the unities 1 ¼
Ð1

0
dEc0d

�
Ec0

�Ec0 ðkc0 Þ
�

and 1 ¼
Ð1

0
dEt0d

�
Et0 � Et0 ðkt0 Þ

�
17 into Eq. (1)

and the following summation over kc0 and kt0 yields the impact

ionization scattering rate in the RKA and CMA. Comparing

Kane’s RKA with first principle impact ionization evaluation

methods, the RKA- and CMA-based impact ionization rates pro-

vide good results.1,10,12

For a primary impacting electron and hole, the rate is

given by1,18

Wii

�
EcðkcÞ

�
¼ Kii

eDiiðEcÞ; (3a)

Wii

�
EtðktÞ

�
¼ Kii

hDiiðEtÞ: (3b)

Here, the Dii are the density of states overlap integrals

defined in Eqs. (5a) and (5b). The prefactors Kii include the

averaged matrix element Mii,

Kii ¼ 2p
�h
jMiij2

V3

Ncell

; (4)

with the crystal volume V and the number of unit cells Ncell.

In the RKA and CMA, the impact ionization prefactors Kii
e

and Kii
h are treated as fit parameters, which are tuned to ex-

perimental data of the impact ionization coefficients of elec-

trons and holes. We use our FBMC simulator CarloS for this

calibration. Bulman et al.19,20 and Millidge et al.21 provide

the experimental data for GaAs. Cook et al.22 and Taguchi

et al.23 offer the experiments for InP. We have taken the data

for InAlAs from Watanabe et al.24 and for InGaAs from

Osaka et al.25 Concerning the details of the calibration pro-

cess, we refer to Dolgos et al.11

A. Computation of scattering rates

The impact ionization scattering rate has a functional

dependency on a quantity we call density of states overlap

integral Dii. For an impacting electron and hole, this function

is given by1

DiiðEcÞ ¼
X
v0 ;c0 ;c00
c00�c0

ðÊc0

0

dEc0

ðÊt0

0

dEt0Dt0 ðEt0 ÞDc0 ðEc0 Þ

� Dc
00 ðEc � Ec0 � Et0 � EgÞ; (5a)

DiiðEtÞ ¼
X
c0 ;v0 ;v00
v00�v0

ðÊt0

0

dEt0

ðÊc0

0

dEc0Dc0 ðEc0 ÞDt0 ðEt0 Þ

� Dt00 ðEt � Et0 � Ec0 � EgÞ: (5b)

The two secondary electrons or holes are indistinguishable;

the indices of summation have the constraint c00 � c0 or
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t00 � t0, respectively. The upper integration boundaries are

for an impacting electron

Êc0 ¼ EcðkcÞ � Eg; (6a)

Êt0 ¼ EcðkcÞ � Ec0 � Eg; (6b)

and for an impacting hole

Êt0 ¼ EtðktÞ � Eg; (7a)

Êc0 ¼ EtðktÞ � Et0 � Eg: (7b)

For the numerical computation, the discretized versions of

Eqs. (5a) and (5b),

DiiðEcÞ ¼
X
t0 ;c0 ;c00

c
00 �c
0

Xicmax

i¼0

Xjcmax

j¼0

Dt0 ðEjÞDEjDc
0 ðEiÞDEi

�Dc
00 ðEc � Ei � Ej � EgÞ; (8a)

DiiðEtÞ ¼
X

c
0
;t
0
;t
00

t
00 �t
0

Xitmax

i¼0

Xjtmax

j¼0

Dc
0 ðEjÞDEjDt0 ðEiÞDEi

�Dt00 ðEt � Ei � Ej � EgÞ; (8b)

are utilized with icmax ¼ intðÊc0=DEiÞ, jcmax ¼ intðÊt0=DEjÞ,
itmax ¼ intðÊt0=DEiÞ, and jtmax ¼ intðÊc0=DEjÞ. The impact

ionization scattering rate is dominated by the single particle

DOS. Concerning the details of the DOS evaluation with the

Gilat-Raubenheimer method, we refer to Refs. 11 and 26.

First principle evaluations of the impact ionization rates

are provided to the community as piecewise-defined, modi-

fied Keldysh formulas,2

WiiðEÞ ¼ KiiðE� EthÞc; (9)

with the threshold energy Eth. In this work, the modified Kel-

dysh formula is defined on three energy intervals I, II, and III

according to

energy interval ¼
I if Eth � E � E1;

II if E1 � E � E2;

III if E2 � E:

8><
>: (10)

The parameters Kii, c, E1, and E2 are adjusted to possess a

best straight line fit through

~W ¼ c ~E þ ~K; (11)

with
~W ¼ ln ðWiiÞ; (12a)

~E ¼ ln ðE� EthÞ; (12b)

~K ¼ ln ðKiiÞ; (12c)

and small modifications to assure a continuous rate function

at the boundaries E1 and E2. The parameters c and Eth are

fitted against the numerically evaluated DOS overlap integral

Dii. The inclusion of the momentum conservation leads to a

threshold energy being higher than the bandgap energy. In

the RKA, simply Eth¼Eg holds true. We fit the parameters

Kii such that the FBMC-evaluated impact ionization coeffi-

cients agree with the experimental data. Table I shows the

threshold energies and the defined boundaries E1 and E2 of

the energy intervals. A comparison of the full-band DOS

of the different FBMC simulators in the literature shows that

the utilized band structures vary especially for the DOS with

contributions from higher conduction bands (c � 2). The

nine-dimensional integration over the k-space considerably

averages the details of the underlying band structure. There-

fore, the functional characteristic of the impact ionization

rate, being fit to (E – Eth)c, does not depend strongly on the

details of the dispersion relation. Figure 1 illustrates a com-

parison of the impact ionization scattering rates calculated

with different methods for impacting electrons in GaAs. The

scattering rates computed with RKA-based methods are

taken from Saravia and Duomarco27 and Cavassilas et al.28

The scattering rates using first principle calculations are

given in Jung et al.2 and Harrison et al.29 In good approxi-

mation, it is possible to adjust the rate strength to make the

scattering rates congruent for energies (>3 eV), where

impact ionization is a relevant scattering mechanism. The

strength of the rate Kii is very sensitive to the individual

Monte Carlo calibration, in particular, to the carrier-phonon

coupling strength.10 Therefore, the exponent c, defining the

functional characteristic of the rate, has to be understood as

being mainly determined by the band structure. In contrast to

c, the rate strength Kii is viewed as a strongly calibration-

dependent fit parameter based on the particular calibration of

the phonon deformation potentials used in this work. There-

fore, Kii may be rather used as a fitting parameter in the MC

TABLE I. Energy boundaries for the fits of the modified Keldysh formula.

The threshold energies correspond to the particular band gap energies.

Material Eth (eV) E1 (eV) E2 (eV)

GaAs 1.42 1.82 4.5

InP 1.34 2.08 4.84

InAlAs 1.46 2.40 5.53

InGaAs 0.74 2.02 6.0

FIG. 1. Comparison of the impact ionization rates for primary impacting

electrons in GaAs calculated with RKA-based methods (CarloS, Saravia

1973 (Ref. 27), Cavassilas 2002 (Ref. 28), and first principle approaches

(Jung 1996 (Ref. 2), Harrison 1999 (Ref. 29)).
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computations than c. Table II summarizes the parameters of

the impact ionization rate fits. Figure 2 presents the RKA-

based impact ionization rates and the fitted, modified Kel-

dysh formulas.

B. Computation of secondary carrier energies

The secondary carrier energies after impact ionization

are computed by means of the random-k approximation too.

The distribution functions for the secondary carrier energies

Wee and Whh are given by1

WeeðEc;E
0
cÞ¼

2

DiiðEcÞ
X
t0 ;c0 ;c00
c00�c0

Dc0 ðE0c0 Þ

�
ðEc�E0

c0�Eg

0

dEt0Dt0 ðEt0 ÞDc00 ðEc�E0c0 �Et0 �EgÞ;

(13a)

WhhðEt;E
0
tÞ¼

2

DiiðEtÞ
X
c0 ;t0 ;t00
t00�t0

Dt0 ðE0t0 Þ

�
ðEt�E0

t0�Eg

0

dEc0Dc0 ðEc0 ÞDt00 ðEt�E0t0 �Ec0 �EgÞ;

(13b)

TABLE II. Fit parameters of the modified Keldysh formulas to the RKA-

based calculation of the impact ionization scattering rates in the three energy

intervals I, II, and III. The subscripts e and h indicate the parameters for

electrons and holes, respectively.

Material Fit parameter I II III

GaAs Kii
e ðps�1eV�ce Þ 5.53� 10�4 2.62� 10�2 2.31

ce (1) 3.94 8.15 4.17

Kii
hðps�1eV�ch Þ 4.02� 10�1 4.72 6.68� 101

ch (1) 3.93 6.61 4.26

InP Kii
e ðps�1eV�ce Þ 1.26� 10�3 4.67� 10�3 8.86� 10�1

ce (1) 3.90 8.24 4.05

Kii
hðps�1eV�ch Þ 2.33 5.20 3.50� 102

ch (1) 4.01 6.68 3.32

InAlAs Kii
e ðps�1eV�ce Þ 3.55� 10�4 4.87� 10�4 1.10� 10�1

ce (1) 3.79 9.16 5.30

Kii
hðps�1eV�ch Þ 9.58� 10�1 1.13 7.86� 101

ch (1) 4.19 6.99 3.96

InGaAs Kii
e ðps�1eV�ce Þ 5.41� 10�5 1.85� 10�5 4.51� 10�3

ce (1) 5.19 9.53 6.22

Kii
hðps�1eV�ch Þ 7.46� 10�3 4.75� 10�3 1.19

ch (1) 5.30 7.12 3.80

FIG. 2. Modified Keldysh formulas fitted to the calculated RKA-based impact ionization rates for electrons (e) and holes (h) of (a) GaAs, (b) InP, (c) InAlAs,

and (d) InGaAs.
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with the primary electron/hole energy Ec/Et and the secondary

electron/hole energy E0c=E0t. Here, Wee and Whh are normal-

ized to 2, because the secondary particles are indistinguish-

able.1 Application of the rejection technique to Eqs. (13a) and

(13b) generates the random variables E0c and E0t for the given

primary energies Ec and Et.
30 Figure 3 shows the secondary

carrier energy distribution function Wee(Ec, E0c) of GaAs.

The mean values of the secondary energy distributions are

given by

hE0ciðEcÞ ¼
X

E0c

WeeðEc;E
0
cÞE0c; (14a)

hE0tiðEtÞ ¼
X

E0t

WhhðEt;E
0
tÞE0t: (14b)

The mean energies of the secondary generated carriers are

provided as straight line fits2:

hE0ciðEcÞ ¼ mEc þ s; (15a)

hE0tiðEtÞ ¼ mEt þ s: (15b)

Here, hE0c;ti corresponds to the sum of the energies of the

two indistinguishable secondary particles. Table III presents

the fit parameters of the mean secondary carrier energies.

Figure 4 shows the straight line fits with the RKA-based

FIG. 3. Secondary carrier energy distribution function Wee(Ec, E0c) com-

puted using the random-k approximation for an impacting electron in GaAs.

The negative energies correspond to secondary holes.

TABLE III. Parameters for the fits of the mean secondary carrier energies.

Material m (1) s (eV)

GaAs 0.350 � 0.501

InP 0.292 � 0.417

InAlAs 0.384 � 0.518

InGaAs 0.264 � 0.357

FIG. 4. Mean secondary energies fitted to the RKA-based mean secondary energy functions for (a) GaAs, (b) InP, (c) InAlAs, and (d) InGaAs. The mean

energy of secondary electrons for an impacting electron in GaAs is compared with a first principle method published in Ref. 29.
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calculations of the mean secondary carrier energies. For pri-

mary energies (>3 eV), where impact ionization is a relevant

scattering mechanism compared to carrier-phonon scattering,

the RKA-based computation agrees well with the first princi-

ple calculation of Harrison et al.29 (see Fig. 4(a)).

For a primary impacting electron, the secondary carrier

energies for the two electrons E0e1, E0e2, and the single hole

E0h can be approximated according to

E0e1 ¼ hE0ciðEcÞr; (16a)

E0e2 ¼ hE0ciðEcÞ � E0e1; (16b)

E0h ¼ Ec � hE0ciðEcÞ � Eg; (16c)

with a random number r between 0 and 1. For a primary

impacting hole, the secondary carrier energies for the two

holes E0h1, E0h2, and the single electron E0c can be approxi-

mated corresponding to

E0h1 ¼ hE0tiðEtÞr; (17a)

E0h2 ¼ hE0tiðEtÞ � E0h1; (17b)

E0e ¼ Et � hE0tiðEtÞ � Eg: (17c)

III. CONCLUSION

We have calculated the impact ionization scattering rates

and the secondary carrier energies by means of the RKA and

CMA for the III-V semiconductors GaAs, InP, InAlAs, and

InGaAs. The application of the RKA and CMA is an appeal-

ing possibility to compute the impact ionization scattering

rates with a manageable effort and to keep agreement with

first principle methods. The costly computation of the Cou-

lomb transition matrix elements is bypassed by tuning it to ex-

perimental data with our FBMC simulator. We provide the

results as modified Keldysh formulas and straight line fits

with tabulated parameters. For example, our results may be

helpful for FBMC and multivalley MC approaches, which

model materials with incomplete data of the impact ionization

rates and secondary carrier energies.
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